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1. Introduction
Since the first demonstration of high-Q optical whispering gallery mode (WGM) resonators
with liquid droplets [1] and glass microspheres [2], these devices have found numerous appli-
cations in various fields of science and technology. Optical WGM resonators have high quality
factors and associated narrow resonances, and an observation of optical modes with kilohertz
WGM linewidths has recently been made [6] in resonators made from CaF 2[5]. Because of the
readily achievable high Q-factors, WGM resonators are attractive and practical for applications
in cavity quantum electrodynamics studies [7, 8]. Additionally, high-Q WGM resonances have
been used as narrowband optical filters for data transmission [9], and as novel optical multi-
plexers [10]. These demonstrations have all been made with resonators having fixed spectra.
The mode frequencies of the WGMs are determined by the resonator radius and the refractive
index of the host material [3, 4]. In spherically symmetric boundaries, the spectrum is highly
degenerate, but any modification of the resonator morphology can break this degeneracy. For
instance, a spherical resonator could be converted to a thin disk-shaped resonator by removing
the polar regions. This breaks the degeneracy of the angular modes.
But engineering the spectrum of a WGM resonator can significantly extend the range of
its applications, and provide functionalities that are difficult or impossible to achieve other-
wise. An example of such an application is the optical domain microwave filter made with
lithium niobate with tunability across more than an octave of frequency [9]. Nevertheless, a
tunable modal spectrum is not the optimal solution for many applications. Ideally, the spec-
trum should also be reconfigurable. By reconfigurable we mean that the resonant frequencies
of the individual modes should move at different rates under the same forcing influence. With
reconfigurable spectra, WGM resonators could find many additional applications. A single re-
configurable WGM resonator, for example, could also be used as a multipole passband filter to
achieve variable optical attenuation [11], add-drop multiplexing [12], and dispersion compensa-
tion [13]. In this letter we report on the demonstration of discrete tuning of the mode frequencies
of high-Q, elliptical whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) resonators made from LiNbO 3.
The narrowband, reconfigurable spectra reported in this article could be useful in a number
of other applications related to quantum optics and photonic communications. From the per-
spective of cavity quantum electrodynamics, a reconfigurable spectrum will enable evanescent
coupling of two resonant modes to two atomic transitions, to allow, for example, measurement
of the correlation between those transitions [14]. Indeed, measurement of any quantum process
that involves more than one atomic transition (such as quantum non-demolition measurement
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[15] and electronically induced transparency [16]) will be facilitated by utilization of an appro-
priately reconfigured, narrowband optical resonance spectrum such as the one described in this
article.
The paper begins with an introduction to the tuning of WGM spectra, followed by a descrip-
tion of the experiments conducted with elliptical resonators. WGMs with Q-factor in excess
of 107 input coupled at efficiencies greater than 97% in resonators with elliptical cross section
made from LiNbO3 were first reported in Ref. [17]. We hypothesize that the application of a
local perturbation along the boundary these highly asymmetric structures would result in a re-
configurable spectrum. To confirm this, we measured the response of the transmission spectra
under the application of uniform electrical bias (dc, ac, and rf,) the application of anisotropic
stress along the resonator axis, and the application of a local deformation at two regions along
the equator (perpendicular to the axis) of the elliptical resonator.
2. Tuning WGM Resonances
Tuning the resonant frequencies of dielectric microsphere WGMs was first demonstrated
through the application of elastic strain along the polar axis of the sphere [18]. In this case
the observed shift in resonance frequency obeys the equation
Δν
ν
=−Δr
r
− Δn
n
+
(−m)

(Δe)2 (1)
The first term is the fractional change in resonator radius due to squeezing, the second term
is the fractional change in refractive index due to the photo-elastic effect, and the last is a term
proportional to the changing eccentricity of the initially spherical resonator. The last term is
also proportional to the difference between polar and azimuthal modal indices, and thus should
in principle produce variable tuning rates. However, strain induced change in eccentricity is
vanishingly small when compared to photo-elastic shifts in the refractive index and the strain
induced change in effective radius. Furthermore, in large resonators, the azimuthal quantum
number  is large. The inherent discreetness in the tuning rate is compromised by the spherical
symmetry of the resonator structure.
Advances in fabrication techniques has led to the development of disk shaped WGM res-
onators constructed from lithium niobate [19]. Electro-optic tuning of the resonator spectra has
been demonstrated [9]. Application of an electric field across the lithium niobate resonators
causes the resonant frequencies of all modes to shift uniformly at the same rate by the Pockell’s
effect.
Δν
ν
=
Δn
n
=−1
2
n2ri j · VT (2)
A bias voltage V applied across material with thickness T in the direction characterized by
indices ij experiences a fractional change in modal frequency ν (or refractive index n) pro-
portional to the zero voltage index and the appropriate linear electro optic coefficient r ij. For
materials that do not posses inversion symmetry, application of voltage can shift refractive in-
dex by interaction with the third order optical susceptibility via the Kerr effect.
A WGM based, electro-optical reconfigurable filter was also demonstrated by using lithium
niobate resonators with a ferroelectric poling structure [20] resembling numerous concentric
rings [21]. The thicknesses of the ring-shaped domains were determined by the predicted radial
field distributions of the WGMs. Mode fields overlap with ferroelectric regions that are either
parallel or antiparallel with the resonator axis. When a DC bias is applied, the mode frequencies
shift as predicted in Eq. 2, however the sign of the frequency shifts depend on the orientation
of the local ferroelectric domain. The net result on a WGM depends on the overlap of the
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mode field with the ferroelectric structure. Specifically, modes with different radial indices have
different overlaps with the poling structure. A voltage applied across the z-axis of the resonator
shifts the resonant frequency in proportion to this overlap. The resultant tuning rate depends on
modal indices. It can be positive, negative, or nearly zero. The reconfigurability depends on the
structure of ferroelectric domains, which is in turn determined by the wavelength of light to be
used.
Here we report on the demonstration of tuning and reconfigurable spectra of high-Q WGMs
in elliptical resonators. Application of a DC field causes all the modes to shift at the same rate.
Application of elastic strain across the resonator axis results in tuning rates that are different
for modes closer to or further from the source of the strain. Mechanical tuning of asymmetric
resonators results in highly discreet tuning rates that are related to the modal indices. This is,
in effect, a reconfigurable optical spectra that will be immune to electromagnetic interference.
Additionally, mechanical tuning results in symmetry breaking of the modal spatial profiles.
3. Experiment
A WGM resonator with elliptical cross-section was fabricated from congruent LiNbO 3 using
mechanical grinding and polishing. The thickness of the resonator was 500 μm. The semiminor
axis length was 3.5 mm, the semimajor axis length is 4.4 mm, which gives an eccentricity of
.71. Laser light of 1.55 μm wavelength was evanescently coupled to the resonator through a
diamond prism. The frequency of the laser light was scanned over 25 GHz at a rate of 20Hz.
The free spectral range of the resonator was about 11 GHz, so the laser scan covered more than
two free spectral ranges (FSRs.) The Q-factor of the modes was greater than 10 7. Light exiting
the resonator through the diamond prism was collected by a 3 mm diameter light pipe and sent
to a photodiode. The resonator was mounted on top of a metal substrate. A picture of a coupled
elliptical resonator and a schematic of the tuning scheme is provided in (Fig. ??).
iii
iv
ii
i
Fig. 1. Picture of a coupled WGM resonator with elliptical cross-section. A fiber pigtailed
GRIN lens (i) launches the light beam with appropriate numeric aperture and incident angle
into the diamond prism (ii.) The resonator (iii) is separated from the prism surface by some
fraction of a μm to ensure critical coupling. Light exiting the resonator through the prism
is collected in the light pipe (iv) and sent to a photodiode (not shown.) Other exit channels
exist of the light in the WGM, particularly scattering from surface defects and internal
defects. These exit channels contribute to loss and are characterized by broader linewidths
and reduced overall coupling.
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Three types of perturbation were applied to an elliptical resonator to tune the frequency of
the WGMs.: 1) Electrical bias was applied across the resonator axis to produce a uniform shift
in refractive index that affects all modes uniformly; 2) Elastic strain was applied across the
resonator axis to produce a shift in mode frequencies that is dependant on the radial index of
the modes; and 3) a localized deformation along the equator of the resonator to produce a shift
in mode frequencies that is dependant on all modal indices.
Only modes that demonstrated a coupling efficiency of greater than 20% were used. In some
of the cases described below, certain modes were observed to shift at the same rate. A group of
modes that shift at the same rate is henceforth referred to as a mode family.
3.1. Electrical Bias
The first experiment used a uniform electric field to shift the frequencies of all spectral reso-
nances. Dc electric bias was applied across the top and bottom surface of the resonator to shift
the index of refraction in linear proportion to the bias voltage.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the active frequency lock used to lock the laser frequency to the cavity
resonance. S12 is the resonator reflection spectra.
Colloidal graphite was applied in a uniform layer to the top and bottom surface of the res-
onator to create low frequency electrodes. The edge of the graphite layer was 50 μm away from
the resonator edge, where the bulk of the optical field is present. The effective overlap between
the mean optical field and the dc bias field was thus calculated to be 16%.
When the voltage bias was applied, the frequency of each resonance shifted at a rate of 5.2
± .1 MHz/V. This tuning rate is close to the value predicted by Pockell’s effect, 5.11 MHz/V
for a 16% overlap. All modes were observed to shift at the same rate.
The same experimental setup was used to explore ac switching rates of the mode frequencies.
Ac bias was applied at 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 100 kHz, and 1 MHz. The time constant of the switch was
measured for all modes. Across all frequencies and all resonant modes, a switching rate of 35
± 1 ns was measured. The fast switching speed observed is primarily due to the large thickness
of the resonator. If the resonator thickness was 100 μm instead of 500 μm, the switching rate
would have been 25 times slower.
The final set of experiments conducted with electrical bias involved a demonstration of rf
modulation of the elliptical WGMs. The general ideas and experimental approach implemented
were adapted from Ref. [22]. To increase the overall efficiency of the rf-optical interaction, a
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second elliptical resonator was constructed with thickness 100 μm. The eccentricity of this
resonator was .65, with a FSR of 4.8 GHz. A ‘horseshoe’ shaped metal electrode was placed
into direct contact with the top surface of the resonator. The bottom of the resonator was in
direct contact with an extended electrode. The horseshoe electrode was galvanicly coupled to
a 50 Ω microwave strip waveguide. The frequency of the laser was locked to a resonator mode
using a Pound-Drever-Hall locking scheme (Fig. ??). Once the lock is stable, an rf signal at
twice the FSR is sent through the waveguide and into the resonator. Optical sidebands were
produced at twice FSR (Fig. ??).
Fig. 3. Spectrum demonstrating interaction of optical mode with rf field. The rf frequency
was set to twice the optical FSR. The efficiency of rf-optical interactions is predicted to be
large when the rf frequency corresponds to the spacing between two optical modes.
Fig. 4. Shift in mode frequencies as a function of PZT voltage. Two discreet tuning rates
are apparent, corresponding to mode families (green squares and blue circles) with different
radial modal indices.
The coupling efficiency of microwaves sent into the horseshoe was measured by monitor-
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ing the back reflected microwave power on a network analyzer. The coupling efficiency was
25%. Microwave power was gradually increased until optical sidebands were evident on the
optical spectrum analyzer. The sidebands became visible at microwave power of 15 dB. Inci-
dentally, this amount of microwave power was only slightly smaller than the amount required
to heat the resonator and cause temperature shifts of the mode frequency. The efficiency of the
microwave-optical interaction presented in this article is low, but can likely be increased with
additional effort. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of any nonlinear process in
an asymmetric optical WGM resonator.
3.2. Elastic Strain
The results of dc and ac modulation show that perturbations that are effectively global result in
uniform shifts in all resonance frequencies. The next experiment uses strain along the z-axis to
apply a perturbation that exhibits a strong spatial dependence. The spatial dependence of this
perturbation results in frequency shifts that are different for modes with different radial index.
Elastic strain was applied to the loaded resonator by squeezing the structure along its axis
using a PZT. The PZT was placed on the top surface of the resonator. The top of the PZT was in
contact with a stainless steel plate that connected to a c-clamp. The bottom end of the c-clamp
was the surface upon which the resonator was mounted. A glass plate between the PZT and the
top plane of the resonator distributed the strain isotropically across the resonator. The spectrum
of the resonator was recorded as a function of voltage applied to the PZT. As the PZT voltage
was increased, the resonance frequencies of the resonator shifted linearly (Fig. ??).
The incident angle of the laser beam was 25o. Several modes were coupled to with varying
efficiency. As the PZT voltage was increased, the resonator mode frequencies shifted at different
rates. Two modes tuned at a rate of 2.9 MHz/V, while the other 11 modes tuned at a rate of 1.7
MHz/V. The incident angle of the laser beam was reduced to 22 o (which is the critical angle
for diamond-LiNbO3 TM-WGM interface.) The coupling efficiency to the two faster modes
decreased to nearly zero, and the observed shift in frequencies of all efficiently coupled modes
was found to be 1.7 MHz/V.
The surface area of the glass plate used to distribute the strain generated by the expansion
of the PZT was smaller than the surface area of the elliptical resonator. Thus the strain on the
resonator was not uniform, but concentrated towards the center. Modes that have higher radial
index have a larger overlap with the regions of greater strain, and thus tune at a faster rate
than modes with lower radial index. Two distinct tuning rates were observed initially. When
the geometry of the coupling scheme was varied to guarantee coupling into modes of only one
radial index only a single tuning rate was observed. We conclude that application of inhomoge-
neous strain along the z-axis of the resonator causes resonant frequency shifts that are related
to the radial modal index of the resonances.
3.3. Localized Perturbation
Our starting point in this investigation is the hypothesis that local perturbations applied to an
asymmetric resonator will cause discrete frequency tuning in the resonator spectrum. After
investigating the effects of uniform perturbation (applied voltage) and radially anisotropic per-
turbation (stress) we are now prepared to explore the effects caused by a localized deformation.
To test our hypothesis, strain was applied to the elliptical resonator along the semimajor and
semiminor axes of the ellipse. The effect of the strain is a circular deformation in resonator
geometry that overlaps with modes in proportion to the difference between azimuthal and polar
indices.
To apply and quantify the strain, a glass plate perpendicular to the resonator plane was placed
opposite the coupling prism. The glass plate was placed into contact with the resonator. As long
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as the glass plate is clean and devoid of surface defects, placing it at or near the resonator surface
will not cause additional loss. This is because the refractive index of the plate is less than that
of the resonator, thus the light confined within the resonator by total internal reflection cannot
exit through the glass. A voltage applied to a PZT connected to the glass plate caused the glass
plate to deform the resonator. A schematic of the process is shown in (Fig. ??.) Interference
of white light at the glass plate/resonator surface interface was used to quantify the size of
the deformation (Fig. ??.) For purposes of comparison, the experiment described here was
performed on the elliptical resonator as well as a resonator with circular cross section.
Fig. 5. Top-down schematic of the method used to produce a geometric deformation along
the resonator equator. A glass plate was pressed against the resonator equator at the position
opposite the diamond prism.
In a perfectly spherical resonator, or a disk-shaped resonator with circular cross section, the
overlap of the various (-m) modes with a circular deformation follows odd-even symmetry.
This is because the way the angular component of the mode eigenfunction (a spherical har-
monic) overlaps with any deformation along the equator. Spherical harmonics with even ( - m)
index have zero overlap, while spherical harmonics with odd or zero index have a nonzero over-
lap. Physically, this predicts that if a spherical or disk shaped WGM resonator is squeezed along
the equatorial plane, the frequencies of the even modes will not shift, while the frequencies of
the odd modes will shift in proportion to their particular ( - m) index. To test this prediction,
we carried out the experiment. The results are shown in (Fig. ??.) The size of deformation cor-
responds to the radius of the deformation, which is measured directly through interferometric
techniques. This value is proportional to the square root of the PZT voltage.
Not all of the modes that shift in frequency do so at the same rate. This is because the modes
may have different radial index. Modes that are closer to the edge are expected to shift at a faster
rate than modes further from the edge. There should also be a residual frequency shift in all
modes due to the photo-elastic strain in the region about the deformation, although this was not
observed in our measurements. This could be due to the inherently slow tuning rates observed;
perhaps with larger diameters of perturbation the background photo-elastic shift becomes more
prominent.
The same experiment was carried out on the WGM resonator with elliptical cross-section.
In this case, different frequency shifts were observed for the same modes depending on the
location of the deformation. Specifically, squeezing the resonator along the semiminor axis
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Fig. 6. Side-view schematic of the deformation. The two arrows represent white light that
is incident at the interface between the glass plate and the resonator surface. The reflected
interference pattern is imaged and used to calculate the size of the deformation, charac-
terized in units of nanometers in the y-axis of (Fig. ??). The gap between the prism and
the resonator edge was maintained to ensure critical coupling throughout the application of
strain.
yields different frequency shifts than squeezing it along the semimajor axis. The measured
rates of tuning (the slopes of the curves in Fig. ??) were measured and are presented in (Table
1.) Odd-even symmetry is not immediately apparent in the response of the elliptical resonators
to the perturbation; discrete tuning rates of tuning were none the less observed (Table 1.)
Table 1. Discrete tuning rates of the modes
Mode Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Semimajor Axis 11·a 0 5·a 2·a 5·a 2·a 28·a
Semiminor Axis +5/2·b -5/2·b ±0 ±0 -5/2·b -b +b
Mode Number 8 9 10 11 12 13 1*
Semimajor Axis a 3·a a a 3·a 11·a 11·a
Semiminor Axis -5/2·b +b ±0 ±0 -5/2·b +b +5/2·b
In (Table 1), modes are assigned number based on their frequency. Mode “1” corresponds to
the first mode in a given free spectral range that is coupled at greater than 20% efficiency. Mode
“2” is the next mode, with slightly higher frequency, in the same FSR, and so forth. There were
13 unique modes that were coupled to with greater than 20% efficiency. Mode “1*” corresponds
in frequency to the frequency of mode “1” plus 11 GHz: the resonator FSR. Tuning rates were
collected for the 13 modes over two FSRs. In addition, the center frequency of the laser was
shifter thermally by .5 nm and the experiment was repeated for another two FSRs worth of
modes. Modes with the same mode number in the various FSR shifted at the rates shown in
(Table 1) with variation smaller than 5 kHz/nm.
When the perturbation (stress) is applied along the semimajor axis, one mode per FSR did
not shift at all through the range of perturbation- the frequency of this mode is stationary while
the frequency of all other modes is changed. Successive modes shift at integer multiples of a =
706 kHz/nm.
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Fig. 7. Change in circular symmetric WGM frequencies through squeezing. Modes 1 and
3 correspond to radial index of 1 with even (−m) index. Modes 4 and 6 have the same
(−m) index, but larger radial index than modes 1 and 3. Modes 2 and 5 have tuning rate
of zero, corresponding to an odd (−m) index. The y-axis ranges from zero to 250 nm.
When the perturbation is applied along the semiminor axis, all visible modes shift at some
nonzero, discreetly spaced tuning rate. In Table 1, the tuning rate of each mode is a = 706
kHz/nm plus some factor of b = 49 kHz/nm.
3.4. Broken Spatial Degeneracy
The final observation we report in this article is of broken degeneracy of the modal spatial
profiles. We label different modes that shift at the same rate under the same perturbation mem-
bers of the same mode family. The different mode families shift at different tuning rates while
subject to the same local perturbation. The field distribution of the mode families must have
different overlaps with the circular deformation caused by squeezing the resonator along the
equator. The tuning rate of the various mode families is strongly dependant on the location of
the perturbation. Based on the data presented in (Table 1), as the optical beam circulates around
the elliptical resonator its angular field distribution changes along with the change in boundary
conditions.
It was found that two mode families shift in frequency at the same rate in the limit of small
perturbation along the semimajor axis of the resonator. This observation implies that these
two mode families are spatially degenerate in the neighborhood of the perturbation. As the
magnitude of the perturbation is increased, the tuning rates of the two mode families begin
to diverge (Fig. ??.) After the magnitude of perturbation is increased further, the two mode
families again shift at the same rate.
Both families exhibit the same tuning slope (706 kHz/nm) with different y-intercepts. Beyond
the range shown in (Fig. ??), the proportionality between applied strain and bias voltage is no
longer linear.
4. Conclusion
The asymmetric morphology of the high Q WGM resonators allows discreet mechanical tuning
of the individual resonant frequencies. All modes shift uniformly under electrical perturbation.
Microwave modulation of the elliptical WGMs with low efficiency was also observed. When
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Fig. 8. The frequency shift of two mode families as a function of applied strain. Mode
family 1 (blue circles) and 2 (yellow squares) tune at the same rate in region I of Fig. 2.
In region II, the tuning rates diverge. The same tuning rate, equal to the rate in region I, is
recovered. Red diamonds are residuals of the two tuning rates. The size of the deformation
was calculated from measurements of the far field diffraction pattern of the prism-resonator
interface.
perturbation is applied locally, there is equivalence in the response of particular resonator mode
frequencies to applied perturbation only in certain domains. This suggests symmetry breaking
of the mode eigenfunctions.
In the experiments described in this paper, the mechanism behind the reconfigurable spectra
is mechanical in nature. This phenomenon can be combined with previously reported high-Q
resonances of elliptical WGMs [17] to produce a narrowband optical resonance that does not
shift under mechanical oscillation. In addition to the applications outlined in the introduction,
this robustness may be attractive for laser frequency stabilization.
Thermal loading leading to low frequency mechanical oscillation in WGM resonators has
been reported [23]. Reconfigurable WGM spectra will allow tuning of the mode frequencies to
a separation matching the mechanical oscillation frequency, which could in turn enhance the
process.
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